Teacher Feedback Chart

Ask In-Depth Question

Student does not answer fully.
- Probe (what can you add to that answer? Explain where you found the information. What details can you provide?).
  - Student still struggles.
    - Put students in pairs. Ask them to discuss/respond.
      - Go back and ask original student.
        - Student still struggles.
          - Ask other pairs for help (probe as needed).
            - Answer is fully correct.
        - Student answers fully.
          - Monitor that student for understanding.
            - Call on original student.
              - Answers fully.
                - Ask other pair for help (probe as needed).
                  - Answer is fully correct.
              - Doesn’t answer fully.
                - Ask other pair for help (probe as needed).
                  - Answer is fully correct.
        - Student answers fully.
          - Give positive feedback and move on.
            - Monitor that student for understanding.
              - Call on original student.
                - Answers fully.
                  - Ask other pair for help (probe as needed).
                    - Answer is fully correct.
            - Student has no response or answers incorrectly.
              - Put students in pairs. Ask them to discuss/respond.
                - Monitor that student for understanding.

Answer is fully correct.
- Give positive feedback and move on.
  - Monitor that student for understanding.
    - Call on original student.
      - Answers fully.
        - Ask other pair for help (probe as needed).
          - Answer is fully correct.